The foam material of interest in this investigation is a rigid closed-cell polyurethane foam PMDI with a nominal density of 20 pcf (320 kg/m 3 ). Three separate types of compression experiments were conducted on foam specimens. The heterogeneous deformation of foam specimens and strain concentration at the foam-steel interface were obtained using the 3-dimensional digital image correlation (3D-DIC) technique. These experiments demonstrated that the 3D-DIC technique is able to obtain accurate and full-field large deformation of foam specimens, including strain concentrations. The experiments also showed the effects of loading configurations on deformation and strain concentration in foam specimens. These DIC results provided experimental data to validate the previously developed viscoplastic foam model (VFM). In the first experiment, cubic foam specimens were compressed uniaxially up to 60%. The full-field surface displacement and strain distributions obtained using the 3D-DIC technique provided detailed information about the inhomogeneous deformation over the area of interest during compression. In the second experiment, compression tests were conducted for cubic foam specimens with a steel cylinder inclusion, which imitate the deformation of foam components in a package under crush conditions. The strain concentration at the interface between the steel cylinder and the foam specimen was studied in detail. In the third experiment, the foam specimens were loaded by a steel cylinder passing through the center of the specimens rather than from its end surface, which created a loading condition of the foam components similar to a package that has been dropped. To study the effects of confinement, the strain concentration and displacement distribution over the defined sections were compared for cases with and without a confinement fixture. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Introduction
Polyurethane (PU) foam is an engineering material for energy absorption and has been widely used in many applications such as packaging and cushioning. The foam protects sensitive objects from damage by undergoing large deformation at constant crush stresses (Gibson and Ashby, 1994) . The mechanical behavior of PU foams has attracted attention from engineers and researchers. Tu et al. (2001) studied the mechanical response of rigid PU foams under compression in the rise and transverse direction and found that the different deformation responses in different directions are attributed to the anisotropy in the internal cellular structure. A theoretical analysis employing the concept of deformation bands was proposed to describe the deformation localization. Gong et al. (2005) and Gong and Kyriakides (2005) recently have performed more thorough research on understanding the responses of open cell foams to uniaxial compression in the rise and transverse directions. They characterized the cell and ligament morphology of PU foams with various cell sizes and experimentally studied the mechanical properties of these foams. The Kelvin cell model was used to describe the initial elastic behavior of the foams under uniaxial compression. The nonlinear aspects of the compressive response and crushing of open cell foams were also studied based on this anisotropic Kelvin cell model.
There have been relatively few studies on closed-cell rigid high density [greater than 12 pcf (192 kg/m 3 )] PU foams. A recent series of work characterized and modeled the compressive mechanical response of a specific rigid closed-cell PU, PMDI (polymeric methylene diphenyl diisocyanate) foam, with a nominal density of 20 pcf (320 kg/m 3 ). Numerous experiments of various loading conditions were conducted to study the effects of temperature and strain rate on the mechanical behavior of the foam specimens (Lu et al., 2005) . These calibration tests were used to determine the material parameters for the viscoplastic foam model (VFM) (Neilsen et al., 2006 ). The VFM is described in Appendix A. This model has been numerically implemented within the SIERRA framework for use by quasi-static, ADAGIO, and nonlinear transient dynamic, PRESTO, finite element codes (Mitchell et al., 2001; Koteras et al., 2006) .
In the foam experiments, the typical strain gage technique is not applicable due to the compliance and very large deformation of the foam specimen. The newly developed DIC technique has proven successful when applied to soft materials and large deformations. The DIC technique is a full-field surface deformation measurement technique that mathematically compares a subset of a digital image from a reference configuration with a digital image from a deformed configuration. Researchers at the University of South Carolina (Chu et al., 1982; Peters and Ranson, 1982; Sutton et al., 1983 Sutton et al., , 1986 Bruck et al., 1989) originally proposed and developed this technique, which has become an accepted method by the experimental mechanics community for measuring the surface displacement with subpixel resolution. First, gray scale random speckle patterns were generated on the specimen surfaces. The digital images were obtained from the specimens before and after the deformation. The images were then used to calculate the displacement and strain distributions of the specimen surface. The DIC technique not only can measure a wide range of strains, from sub-millistrain up to 500%, but also is applicable to various sizes of specimens. Bastawros and Evans (2000) and Issen et al. (2005) studied the deformation heterogeneity in Al foams using the DIC technique. Wang and Cuitino (2002) showed that the DIC technique is able to capture the heterogeneous deformation for ultra-light open-cell foams during compression.
In the conventional 2D-DIC technique, a single camera is used to measure in-plane displacement and strain fields on planar specimens. The specimen surface must be positioned parallel to the camera sensor and must undergo planar deformation. Any misalignment and out-of-plane displacement of the specimen will introduce errors into the measurement. These requirements are impractical for the foam experiments, which typically exhibit a fair amount of out-of-plane displacement when the foam specimens undergo large deformation. In the 3D-DIC technique, two cameras allow a three-dimensional measurement of the specimen shape, displacement, and strain fields. First, the calibration parameters for each camera and 3D relative position of these two cameras are determined. Then, the point correspondences between this pair of images of the specimen acquired from these two cameras are calculated. The 3D specimen surface shape is reconstructed. The displacement and strain fields are then computed in the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates from the image pairs before and after deformation. Here, the 3D-DIC technique is applied to achieve higher accuracy in strain and deformation measurements during the foam compression tests.
The objective of this paper is to study the heterogeneous deformation and strain concentration of the PMDI foam specimens using the 3D-DIC technique via a series of compression tests with various loading configurations. These tests will provide experimental detail for the validation of the previously developed VFM.
Foam specimens
The foam material studied in this paper is rigid closed-cell polyurethane foam PMDI. The nominal density of the foam material is 20 pcf (320 kg/m 3 ) and the relative density is 0.267. The foam material is manufactured at a DOE facility in Kansas City. The average cell size is about 150 lm as shown in the scanning microscopic image of the cross section perpendicular to the rise direction in Fig. 1 .
All the specimens were cut from the same foam billet. The density of each specimen was measured carefully, with variation among the specimens. The 35 tested specimens in this study have densities that varied from 18.42 pcf (294.7 kg/m 3 ) to 20.49 pcf (327.8 kg/m 3 ). To generate the random gray speckle patterns for the purpose of the DIC technique, a flat thin layer of white paint was first applied to the surface of foam specimen. When the base layer was dry, a black speckle pattern was sprayed randomly on top of the white layer. A digital image of the random speckle pattern from a 1-in. foam specimen is shown in Fig. 2 .
Experiments
The 3D-DIC system is composed of two CCD cameras with a resolution of 1280 · 1024 pixels. At full resolution, the maximum frame rate of the cameras is 500 frames per second (fps). These two cameras are capable of 8000 fps at a reduced resolution for the high strain rate tests. The frame rate used in these experiments is 25 fps because the compression is quasi-static, about 0.05 in./s (1.27 mm/s). The measuring distance, base distance, camera angle, focal length, and aperture of these two cameras were calibrated according to the specimen size before the tests (GOM).
The compression tests were carried out on an MTS 858 Mini Bionix Axial-Torsional System with TestStar-IIM controller. The axial load and stroke were recorded during the compression. The digital images of specimens were acquired during the compression tests. Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup.
Three sets of foam experiments were conducted, with the compressive load always applied parallel to the foam rise direction. The first set of experiments studied the heterogeneous deformation of the 1.0-in. (25.4 mm) cubic specimens during uniaxial compression. The other two sets of experiments were conducted to simulate two common applications of foam used as a packaging material to protect sensitive objects: package crush and package drop. The second set of experiments was conducted on 1.5-in. (38.1 mm) cubic foam samples with a 0.5-in. (12.7 mm) diameter steel cylinder inclusion to study the local strain concentration at the foam-steel interface when the foam specimen was compressed. The compressive load was applied to the foam specimens from top and bottom surfaces. The third set of experiments was conducted on 1.5-in. (38.1 mm) cubic foam samples with a 0.5-in. (12.7 mm) steel cylinder passing through the specimen normal to the loading direction, but with the load applied to the steel cylinder while the foam block was restrained with and without confinement around the foam. This experiment simulated the application of foam as a packaging material when a package is dropped.
Heterogeneous deformation
Uniaxial compression was applied to the top and bottom surfaces of the 1.0-in. (25.4 mm) cube foam specimens. The load was along the foam rise direction. The geometry of the specimen and the compression direction are shown in Fig. 4 .
The specimen was compressed up to 60% under the displacement control of 0.05 in./s. From the load and stroke data, the normalized compressive load-displacement curves (or engineering stress-strain curves, F/A o versus DL/L o ) are plotted in Fig. 5 . The specimen with a higher density (specimen 20) shows a higher plateau (or crush) stress than the specimen with lower density (specimen 21). The stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 5 deviate away from the typical stress-strain responses of foam material as provided by Gibson and Ashby (1994) . Instead of stress rise due to densification in a typical foam, the stress level drops close to the end of stress plateau. The foam specimens failed and were fragmentized at the point where the stress dropped from the plateau level. Specimen 20 failed at an averaged compressive strain of 50%, specimen 21 failed at a compressive strain of 38%, and specimen 24 failed at a compressive strain of 33%. The failure may be due to the heterogeneous density and strain distributions of the foam specimen. Cracks occurred locally and eventually the foam specimen failed.
The 3D-DIC technique was applied to study the deformation of the foam specimens. Digital images were recorded at a rate of 25 fps with a resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels, which covered an area slightly larger than the xy-surface of an undeformed foam specimen; therefore, the spatial resolution of each pixel is about 25 lm for the first set of specimens. The uncertainty of the DIC results was determined based on the correlation between two images with rigid body motion only. The strain field due to the uncertainty of DIC for the foam experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6 . The engineering strain values of E xx and E yy are less than 0.1% for the whole correlation area. Therefore, the 3D-DIC technique is suitable to accurately acquire the strain field for the foam compression tests. The heterogeneous strain distributions of the foam material at the global compressions of 10% and 20% are shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 8(a) . The VFM was numerically implemented in the SIERRA finite element code framework to simulate these compression tests. One-inch cubic foam with uniform density distribution was assumed in this simulation. A three-dimensional 8-node brick element was used with a mesh of 16 elements per edge for the 1-in. cube specimen. The finite element model of the cube unit is shown for the original shape and deformed shape at a compression of 10% in Fig. 9 . The effect of friction is an additional uncertainty within the experiment that must be accounted for in the simulation. Simple static friction tests conducted on PMDI foam sliding on the steel component simulator indicated the foam had a static coefficient of friction value of 0.26 (Smith et al., 2007) . Based on data from the simple static friction tests, a friction coefficient of 0.26 was assigned to the ADAGIO input for this simulation. The strain distributions from the simulation of specimen 20 are shown together with the experimental results from DIC technique in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 8(b) for the global compressive strain levels of 10% and 20%, respectively. The simulation results are shown for the front surface on which the DIC results are obtained. These two figures show that the strain distributions are inhomogeneous over the area, with larger compressive strain values at the center of the area for E yy . Other specimens in this set of tests also show the same inhomogeneous deformation as specimen 20. Fig. 10 shows the geometry of the second set of specimens and the compression direction. The load was applied to the top and bottom surface of the foam specimens parallel to the foam rise direction, which was the same as the first set of specimens. The experiment was also under displacement control with rate of 0.05 in./s (1.27 mm/s). The load and displacement data were recorded from MTS and the load-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 11 . The difference in foam density shows an effect on the plateau load of the cubic foam-steel cylinder structure. The foam specimen with higher density (specimen 25) has a higher plateau load than that with lower density (specimen 23). The digital images recorded during the test show that the visible crack initiates at a compression of 2.8 mm where the stress plateau begins. The crack is further propagated until the failure of the foam at a compression of 7.2 mm, when the stress starts to drop at the end of stress plateau. The propagation of cracks can be seen from the images of the deformed foam specimens in Fig. 12 . The dimensions of the second set of specimens are 50% larger than the first set. The acquired image has the spatial resolution of about 40 lm per pixel. The origin of the coordinate system is set to the center of the cylinder pin. The displacement and strain distributions for test 22 are shown in Fig. 13 for the specimen at the compression of 0.075-in. (1.9 mm). It can be clearly seen that the strain is concentrated at the interface of steel cylinder and foam, with maximum concentration at the top and bottom contact area of the interface. The simulation used an element size of approximately 1 mm, with 38 elements for each side. The modeling results of strain concentration using the VFM are shown together with the experimental results in Fig. 13 for the surface on which the DIC data was acquired. The modeling and experimental results show similar strain distributions. The simulation slightly overpredicted the deformation. The DIC technique cannot determine the strains of the foam close to the interface.
Local strain concentration at the interface

Effects of boundary conditions
For the third set of tests, the specimens were loaded from the cylindrical pin. This set of specimens simulated the foam application as a packaging material to protect sensitive objects when the package is dropped. A steel fixture was designed to confine the foam specimen during the compression. This set of tests studied the effects of the confinement fixture on the strain concentration and deformation distribution of the foam specimen. Fig. 14 shows the configuration of the test with and without confinement.
The load versus displacement curves for the pin-loaded foam specimens are shown in Fig. 15 . It can be seen that the specimens with confinement failed at larger displacements than the specimens without confinement. But all the specimens in this set of pin-loaded tests failed at a lower level of load than the second set of tests, which were loaded from the foam surface as shown in Fig. 11 . This set of pin-loaded specimens failed at a load of approximately 6000 N and each specimen broke into two complete separate pieces just after the visible crack appeared at a small compression of 0.05-in. (1.27 mm). However, the second set of specimens that were compressed from the top and bottom surface of the foam failed approximately at a load of 13000 N. The crack was further developing during the plateau region of the loading curve until a global compression of 0.295-in. (7.5 mm), at which point the foam failed completely as shown in Fig. 12 .
A comparison between the DIC experimental results and VFM simulation results of the full-field distribution of displacement for specimen pin9 at the global compression of 0.04-in. (1.02 mm) is shown in Fig. 16 . The element type and mesh used in the simulation for this set of experiments are the same as those for the second set of experiments.
To study the effects of the confinement, the experimental results from specimen pin1 without confinement are compared with the results from specimen pin9 with confinement. Five sections are defined as in The distributions of displacement x were compared for tests with and without confinement. All the tests showed the same distribution at the beginning of the compression loading. As the specimen was further loaded, the foam specimen with confinement was compressed against the boundary of the confinement fixture. Therefore, the deformation of the specimen along the x direction was confined by the confinement fixture. The effects of the confinement at the compression of 0.05-in. (1.27 mm) can be seen by comparing the displacement x along the defined sections for specimens pin1 and pin9. The distributions of displacement x along the defined sections is shown in Fig. 18(a) for the unconfined configuration and Fig. 18(b) for the confined configuration. The experimental results from DIC are compared with simulation results using the VFM. It can be seen that the displacement x at the boundary of specimen pin1 without confinement is larger than that of specimen pin9 with confinement. The displacement for specimen pin9 along the edge is 0.005-in. (0.13 mm), which is the initial clearance between the foam and the confinement fixture. After the displacement reached the side face of the confinement fixture, the deformation of the foam specimen was confined by the fixture. The corresponding strain concentration along the defined sections acquired from DIC is shown in Fig. 19 . It is clear that the foam specimen without confinement has a larger concentration at the interface and the foam material is more prone to failure than that with confinement. Therefore, the foam material should be well confined in the packaging application to effectively protect the sensitive object inside. The clearance between foam material and the outside confinement of the package should be minimized.
Conclusion
In this paper, the 3D-DIC technique was applied to foam specimens under compression tests to calculate the heterogeneous deformation and strain concentration at the interface. In the compression test of 1.0-in. (25.4 mm) foam cubes, the inhomogeneity of strain distribution was observed from the DIC data. In the compression test of 1.5-in. (38.1 mm) foam cubes with steel cylinder inclusions, the strain concentration at the interface between the foam and the steel cylinder was characterized by the DIC data. In the third set of tests, the specimen was loaded from the cylindrical pin. The confinement made the foam component less prone to failure. These experiments demonstrated that the 3D-DIC technique can be applied to foam compression tests to study the local deformation during loading and are applicable to measure large deformation of foams. The DIC results are valuable in model validation. The simulation results using the VFM compared well with experimental measurements for various cases. The VFM is validated and capable of predicting the mechanical behavior of foam components in different applications.
